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ABSTRACT
We study the internal gradients of stellar population properties within 1.5 Re for a representative sample of
721 galaxies with stellar masses ranging between 109 M to 1011.5 M from the SDSS-IV MaNGA IFU
survey. Through the use of our full spectral fitting code FIREFLY, we derive light and mass-weighted stellar
population properties and their radial gradients, as well as full star formation and metal enrichment histories.
We also quanfify the impact that different stellar population models and full spectral fitting routines have
on the derived stellar population properties, and the radial gradient measurements. In our analysis, we find
that age gradients tend to be shallow for both early-type and late-type galaxies. Mass-weighted age gradients
of early-types are positive (∼ 0.09 dex/Re) pointing to "outside-in" progression of star formation, while
late-type galaxies have negative light-weighted age gradients (∼ −0.11 dex/Re), suggesting an "inside-out"
formation of discs. We detect negative metallicity gradients in both early and late-type galaxies, but these
are significantly steeper in late-types, suggesting that radial dependence of chemical enrichment processes
and the effect of gas inflow and metal transport are far more pronounced in discs. Metallicity gradients of
both morphological classes correlate with galaxy mass, with negative metallicity gradients becoming steeper
with increasing galaxy mass. The correlation with mass is stronger for late-type galaxies, with a slope of
d(∇[Z/H])/d(logM) ∼ −0.2 ± 0.05 , compared to d(∇[Z/H])/d(logM) ∼ −0.05 ± 0.05 for early-
types. This result suggests that the merger history plays a relatively small role in shaping metallicity gradients
of galaxies.
Key words: galaxies: formation – galaxies: evolution – galaxies: elliptical and lenticular, cD
– galaxies: spiral – galaxies: stellar content – galaxies: star formation
1 INTRODUCTION
The formation and evolution of galaxies is one of the key problems in modern astrophysics governed by complex physics of star formation
and suppression, as well as the interplay between dark and baryonic matter. It is well established that the formation epochs of the stellar
populations in galaxies follow a pattern such that the mean stellar age increases and the formation timescale decreases with increasing galaxy
mass, which is often referred to as "downsizing" (e.g. Cowie et al. 1996; Heavens et al. 2004; Nelan et al. 2005; Thomas et al. 2005; Renzini
2006; Thomas et al. 2010). The true physical causes for this remain yet to be understood, and the key processes must involve a complex
interplay between the gas accretion, satellite accretion, star formation, chemical enrichment, and the suppression of star formation through
heating and/or galactic winds.
The analysis of stellar population properties provide an important tool for constraining the relative importance and underlying physics
of these processes. A key to differentiating between various processes lies in the analysis of spatially resolved stellar population properties,
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as processes such as feedback from central supermassive black holes or the accretion of gas or satellite galaxies, for instance, will lead to
different effects at different radii. As one example, chemical enrichment models based on a simple monolithic collapse scenario with radially
dependent triggers of galactic winds yield strong negative gradients in metallicity (Carlberg 1984; Thomas et al. 1999; Pipino et al. 2006,
2010). In such models, galaxies are predicted to undergo "outside-in" formation where star formation ceases earlier in the outermost regions
due to the earlier onset of galactic winds at large radii with shallower gravitational potential wells (Pipino et al. 2006). Galaxy merging,
however, will dilute stellar population gradients (White 1980; Ogando et al. 2005). Recent cosmological models indeed show that age and
metallicity gradients in early-type galaxies are predicted to be shallow due to merging (Hirschmann et al. 2015). We also know from such
models that accreted stellar material is expected to lie in the outskirts (Lackner et al. 2012).
The spatial distributions of stellar populations in galaxies has been studied for several decades, starting with early work by Faber (1977) on
radial gradients of colours and absorption line-strength indices. More detailed analyses in the 1990s from long-slit spectroscopy, mostly focus-
ing on early-type galaxies, established the general presence of negative metallicity gradients in their stellar populations (Peletier et al. 1990;
Gorgas et al. 1990; Franx & Illingworth 1990; Bender & Surma 1992; Davies et al. 1993; Carollo et al. 1993; Kobayashi & Arimoto 1999;
Jørgensen 1999), suggesting an "outside-in" process of metal enrichment. More detailed follow up analyses, based on long-slit spectroscopy
and a few on colours, placed the first constraints on the gradients in other stellar population parameters such as age and chemical element ra-
tios (Mehlert et al. 2003; Tamura & Ohta 2004; De Propris et al. 2005; Forbes et al. 2005; Méndez et al. 2005; Proctor et al. 2005; Wu et al.
2005; Moorthy & Holtzman 2006; Baes et al. 2007; Jablonka et al. 2007; Reda et al. 2007; Sánchez-Blázquez et al. 2007; Spolaor et al. 2008;
Rawle et al. 2008; Clemens et al. 2009; Coccato et al. 2010; Kuntschner et al. 2010; Rawle et al. 2010; Spolaor et al. 2010; Tortora et al.
2010; Prochaska Chamberlain et al. 2011; Bedregal et al. 2011; Koleva et al. 2011; Harrison et al. 2011; Loubser & Sánchez-Blázquez 2011;
Morelli et al. 2012; Greene et al. 2012; La Barbera et al. 2012; Greene et al. 2013; Sánchez-Blázquez et al. 2014; Morelli et al. 2015; Roig et al.
2015; González Delgado et al. 2015). The general consensus from these studies is that early-type galaxies and bulges of spiral galaxies exhibit
significant negative gradients in metallicity, but no or very mild positive gradients in age and α/Fe element ratio. The absence of a significant
age gradient in early-type galaxies is further confirmed by the redshift evolution of colour gradients (Mehlert et al. 2000; Tamura & Ohta
2000). Several of the studies above detect a mild positive age gradient, which suggests an "outside-in" progression of star formation in
early-type galaxies and bulges where galaxy centres are more metal-rich, and star formation continues in the central regions, with enriched
material, after it had stopped in the outskirts (Bedregal et al. 2011). Relatively few studies focused on larger samples of late-type galaxies.
Recent work by Sánchez-Blázquez et al. (2014) and González Delgado et al. (2015) find generally negative light-weighted age and metallic-
ity gradients in late-type galaxies.
Hence, the next crucial step is now to establish the dependence of stellar population gradients on basic galaxy population properties such as
galaxy mass and galaxy type, as well as the environment in which the galaxy resides. These questions have been addressed in previous work,
but no consensus on the existence of such fundamental dependencies has been reached so far. Forbes et al. (2005) and Roig et al. (2015) find
an indication for steepening of the metallicity gradient with galaxy mass for early-type galaxies, whereas Sánchez-Blázquez et al. (2007)
see a dependency with isophote shape rather than galaxy mass or velocity dispersion, and most of the other studies quoted above have not
detected significant correlations with any of the galaxy parameters explored.
The advent of large-scale Integral-Field-Unit (IFU) surveys of the local galaxy population are providing the next step forward in these studies.
IFU spectroscopy, pioneered by the SAURON and ATLAS-3D projects (Bacon et al. 2001; Davies et al. 2001; Cappellari et al. 2011), allows
spatially resolved studies of stellar populations at unprecedented detail. The new generation of such surveys, CALIFA (Sánchez et al. 2012),
SAMI (Croom et al. 2012), and MaNGA (Bundy et al. 2015) are providing IFU data for large galaxy samples for the first time, allowing
for statistically meaningful studies of spatially resolved stellar population properties in the multivariate space of galaxy parameters to be
conducted. Studies from the CALIFA survey, for example, have shown a dependence of stellar population properties with central velocity
dispersion (Sánchez-Blázquez et al. 2014) and concluded that galaxy morphology is more important than mass in shaping stellar population
gradients (González Delgado et al. 2015) using a sample of 300 galaxies (73 early-types and 227 late-types). In this paper, we report on the
first year data collected by the MaNGA survey and analyse radial gradients in stellar population properties using a statistically superior galaxy
sample of 721 galaxies. We also reconstruct full star formation histories as a function of galaxy mass and type for both early and late-type
galaxies. The MaNGA galaxy sample is also large enough to conduct an unbiased investigation into the dependence of stellar population
gradients on galaxy environment, and the results of this study are presented in an accompanying paper (Goddard et al. 2016, hereafter Paper
2).
This paper is organised in the following manner: Section 2 explains details of the MaNGA survey and reduction/analysis of the data and
the methods used to determine galaxy morphology. Section 3 describes the numerical tools used for full spectral fitting and for obtaining
radial gradients. In Section 4, we present the results of our study, then briefly provide a discussion in Section 5 and finally describe our
conclusions in Section 6. Throughout this paper, the redshifts and stellar masses quoted are taken from the Nasa Sloan Atlas catalogue (NSA,
Blanton et al. (2005)). The Effective radius (Re) of each galaxy is measured from Sloan Digital Sky Survey photometry by performing a
Ser´sic fit in the r-band. When quoting luminosities, masses and distances we make use of a ΛCDM cosmology with Ωm = 0.3 and H0 = 67
km−1 s−1 Mpc−1 (Planck Collaboration et al. 2015).
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Figure 1. Characterisation of the MaNGA galaxy sample used in this work. The left panel shows a colour-magnitude diagram for the 806 MaNGA galaxies
used in this work. The contours represent the parent MaNGA galaxy sample and the individual points correspond to MaNGA galaxies used in this work. The
upper right hand panel shows the redshift distribution of the sample, where the red line signifies the median redshift value of 0.03. The bottom right hand panel
shows the i-band magnitude as a function of redshift for the parent MaNGA sample and for the galaxies used in this work.
2 OBSERVATIONS AND DATA
The MaNGA survey (Bundy et al. 2015) is part of the fourth generation of the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (York et al. 2000, SDSS) and aims to
obtain spatially resolved information of 10,000 nearly galaxies (median redshift z ∼ 0.03) by 2020. The MaNGA galaxy sample is divided
into a ‘Primary’ and ‘Secondary’ sample, following a 2:1 split. The ‘Primary’ sample observes a galaxies optical extension out to 1.5 Re,
whereas the ‘Secondary’ sample observes galaxies out to 2.5 Re. MaNGA uses five different types of integral field unit (IFU), with sizes that
range from 19 fibres (12.5′′ diameter) to 127 fibres (32.5′′ diameter), to optimise these observations. Fibre bundle size and galaxy redshift
are selected such that the fibre bundle provides the desired radial coverage (see Wake et al. in prep for further details on sample selection and
bundle size optimisation and Law et al. (2015) for observing strategy). Each fibre has a diameter of 2 arcsecs and is fed into the highly sen-
sitive BOSS spectrograph (Smee et al. 2013; Drory et al. 2015), which is attached to the Sloan 2.5 m telescope (Gunn et al. 2006; Yan et al.
2016a). The BOSS spectrograph provides extensive coverage in two different wavelength channels (3600 to 10300) with spectral resolution
R ∼ 2000 (R ∼ 1600 at 4000 &R ∼ 2300 at 8500). Typical integration times are 2−3 hours, consisting of 15 minute individual exposures
dithered by roughly a fibre radius along the vertices of an equilateral triangle to ensure uniform coverage across each IFU.
In this work, we selected an initial sample of 806 Primary sample galaxies from the MaNGA data release MPL4 (SDSS Collaboration et al.
2016, equivalent to the public data release SDSS DR13), that were observed during the first year of operation. The distribution of redshifts
for the galaxies in this work and the corresponding colour-magnitude diagram can be seen in Figure 1. Galaxies with Mi brighter than−21.5
mag have lower physical resolution due to the increasing redshift of the sample. The observational data was reduced using the MaNGA
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Figure 2. Error on luminosity-weighted age (left-hand panel) and metallicity (right-hand panel) as a function of S/N as derived by FIREFLY for 60 galaxies
in this work. Individual points correspond to individual Voronoi cells. The orange line in both plots represents the median error as a function of S/N and the
red lines show where the running median corresponds to S/N = 5. The average error on log(Age) is 0.28 dex and the error on [Z/H] is 0.23 dex at this S/N
threshold, respectively. The S/N distributions can be seen at the top of each panel.
data-reduction-pipeline (DRP, Law et al. (2016a)) and then analysed using the MaNGA data analysis pipeline (DAP, Westfall et al, in prep).
We concisely highlight some of the important steps below.
2.1 Data Reduction Pipeline (DRP)
Firstly, using a row-by-row algorithm the individual fibre flux and inverse variance are extracted and then wavelength calibrated using a
sequence of Neon-Mercury-Cadmium arc lines. Flat-field corrections are computed using internal quartz calibration lamps. For sky subtrac-
tion, a cubic basis spline model is constructed using the background flux seen by 92 individual fibres that are placed on blank regions of
the sky. The model is then subtracted from the resulting composite spectrum and shifted to the native wavelength solution of each fibre.
Flux calibration is performed using the MaNGA 7 fibre mini-bundles. This procedure differs from that applied to the Prototype-MaNGA
(P-MaNGA) work (Wilkinson et al. 2015; Li et al. 2015; Belfiore et al. 2015), where the flux calibration was performed by fitting Kurucz
(1979) model stellar spectra to the spectra of calibration standard stars covered with single fibres at each of the three dither positions. Flux
calibration vectors differed by up to 10% from exposure to exposure; however, using the 7 fibre IFU mini-bundles results in a ∼ 1% photo-
metric uncertainty (Yan et al. 2016a). Combining the flux-calibrated spectra from the blue and the red cameras across the dichroic break is
done using an inverse weighted basis spline function. Astrometric solutions are derived for each individual fibre spectrum that incorporate
information about the IFU bundle metrology (location of fibre, dithering and atmospheric chromatic differential refraction, among other
effects). The individual fibre spectra from all exposures for a given galaxy are then combined into a single data cube using the astrometric
solution and a nearest neighbour sampling algorithm. The spatial pixel (spaxel) size of the final data cube is 0.5 arcsec.
2.2 Data Analysis Pipeline (DAP)
The MaNGA data analysis pipeline (DAP) is the main survey-level software package that analyses the DRP-reduced datacubes to provide
properties such as stellar kinematics and emission/absorption-line fluxes. The development of the DAP is ongoing and a detailed discussion
of the DAP, its algorithms, products, and robustness will be provided in a forthcoming paper. Here, we have used the current version of the
DAP (version 1.1.1) to provide us with a number of inputs required for running our full spectral fitting code, FIREFLY (Wilkinson et al.
2015, 2016, see Section 3). First, we combine spectra in the datacube to reach a minimum signal-to-noise ratio (S/N ) = 5 in the r-band
(5600.1−6750.0) using the Voronoi binning algorithm of Cappellari & Copin (2003). Given that the datacubes are generated by redistributing
flux from fibres with a Gaussian Full width at half maximum (FWHM) of ∼2.′′5 into 0.′′5 spaxels, there is significant covariance between
adjacent spaxels (for a more detailed discussion of this, see Law et al. 2016b). This fact is critical to our binning algorithm and covariance is
taken into account for the calculation of the resulting S/N ratio of the binned spectrum. The DAP applies a simple calibration of the S/N that
approximately accounts for this covariance (see also Husemann et al. (2013)):
S/NAdjusted = S/NNC/(1 + 1.62 · log(Nb)) (1)
where S/NAdjusted is the S/N corrected for covariance, S/NNC is the nominally calculated S/N and Nb is the number of spaxels in the binned
spectrum. It is important to note that S/N = 5 is the minimum threshold for the Voronoi cell binning, and thus many cells exceed this value.
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Figure 3. From top to bottom, we show example spectral fits at three different S/N ratios obtained using FIREFLY. In each plot, the black spectrum is the
example MaNGA data and the red spectrum is the FIREFLY best fit. The sub-panel under each of the spectra shows the residual (Model/Data) of the fit to the
data. The very bottom panel shows the distribution of residuals for all the spectral fits in this work and the red and orange line represent the median residual
for early- and late-type galaxies, respectively.
This is highlighted by the histograms at the top of Figure 2.
The use of our full spectral fitting code (see Section 3) requires two additional inputs provided by the DAP; measurements of the stellar
velocity dispersion (σ) and fits to the strong nebular emission lines. The determination of the stellar velocity dispersion is done using the
Penalised Pixel-Fitting (pPXF) method of Cappellari & Emsellem (2004). During the fit, all emission lines are masked and the stellar con-
tinuum is fit using a subset of the MILES stellar library (Sánchez-Blázquez et al. 2006) as the spectral templates. Rather than using the full
library, the DAP splits the library into a 12x12x12 grid in log(teff), [Fe/H] and log(g) space, and selects a single stellar template from each
grid cell. This selection yields 219 templates. The spectral resolution of the modified MILES library is correctly matched to the MaNGA
data using the DRP-provided resolution measurements in the same way as is done with FIREFLY. In detail, the application of pPXF to the
binned spectra adopts a 6th order multiplicative polynomial and describes the line-of-sight velocity distribution (LOSVD) as a Gaussian
parameterised by the velocity, V , and velocity dispersion, σ. The comparison of the velocity dispersion measurements with those from the
DiskMass survey (Martinsson et al. 2013) for a small subset of galaxies revealed a bias in the measurement close to the spectral resolution
limit, which, however, is not relevant in the context of the present work.
Finally, the MaNGA DAP fits individual Gaussians to the strong nebular emission lines after subtracting the best-fit stellar-continuum
model from pPXF. The best-fitting parameters for all the fitted lines [O II], [O III], [O I], Hα, Hβ, [N II], and [S II] are used to construct a
model, emission-line only spectrum for each binned spectrum. These models are subtracted from the binned spectra to produce emission-free
spectra for analysis using FIREFLY. Although additional weak emission lines may be present in the binned spectra, such as Hδ, they are not
sufficiently strong to affect the best-fit parameters provided by FIREFLY (see Appendix of Wilkinson et al. (2016)).
2.3 Morphological Classification of Galaxies
By construction, our initial MaNGA galaxy sample of 806 galaxies includes a variety of morphological types. To classify galaxies by
morphology, we used Galaxy Zoo (Lintott et al. 2011; Willett et al. 2013). The Galaxy Zoo catalogue provides statistics from the general
public, who vote which galaxy morphology they believe best describes the SDSS galaxy. As the MaNGA galaxy sample is drawn from the
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Figure 4. Figure outlining the process FIREFLY uses to measure dust extinction. The left panel shows a comparison between the initial input spectrum (black)
and spectrum produced after the High Pass Filter has been applied (red) to remove the large scale continuum shape. The middle panel shows the best fit
unfiltered model (red) and initial input spectrum data (black). The right hand panel shows the residual between the best fit unfiltered model and the initial
input data (cyan), and the smoothed attenuation curve derived from FIREFLY (red), which gives an E(B − V ) = 0.19. The derived attenuation curve is then
applied to all base models and these are then used to fit the original data, as described in Section 3.1.1.
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Figure 5. Example likelihood distributions of light-weighted age, constructed from the array of best fits produced by FIREFLY for a sample of 60 galaxies.
The grey lines correspond to individual spectra, the orange line shows the median value and the orange shaded region shows the standard deviation. FIREFLY
uses the median and 1-σ interval of these distributions to deduce the average stellar population property and its associated error as described in Section 3.1.1.
SDSS, we can simply cross match with the Galaxy Zoo catalogue in order to establish the morphological classification. In this work we
split the galaxies into two subsets, namely ‘Early-type’ galaxies (Elliptical/Lenticular) and ‘Late-type’ galaxies (Spiral/Irregular). Galaxies
with an 80% majority vote for a specific morphological type were selected for this analysis. Galaxies which did not fulfil this criterion were
visually inspected and classified by the authors (∼15% of the sample). We choose to only distinguish between two morphologies in an
attempt to keep a large enough sample to carry out a meaningful statistical analysis. More detailed morphological investigations (breaking
down late-types into more distinct Hubble types) will require larger data sets than the one used in this study, and are therefore the subject of
future MaNGA work.
2.4 Final Sample
In Paper 2, we study the effect of galaxy environment on the derived stellar population gradients, using the same galaxy sample as in this
work. Due to the complex geometry of the SDSS survey area (which consists of an array of parabolic strips), some MaNGA galaxies that
reside close to the footprint edge had to be excluded from both analyses because an accurate measure of environment was not possible.
Furthermore, a number of galaxies that were in the final morphologically classified sample had to also be neglected due to having unreliable
velocity dispersion estimates from the DAP, which led to poor spectral fits. This led to the exclusion of 85 galaxies (33 early-type galaxies
and 52 late-type galaxies spanning a range of environments and masses), from our original sample leaving 505 early-type galaxies and 216
late-type galaxies (70% and 30% of the sample, respectively).
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Figure 6. Precision in the determination of age (top panel) and metallicity (bottom panel) as a function of radial bin. The grey scale indicates the number
density of Voronoi cells.
3 STELLAR POPULATION GRADIENTS
We apply the full spectral fitting code FIREFLY (Wilkinson et al. 2015, 2016, Fitting IteRativEly For Likelihood analYsis) and the models of
Maraston & Strömbäck (2011) to the MaNGA DAP Voronoi binned spectra (S/N = 5) to determine stellar population ages and metallicities.
We then calculate the radial gradients of these properties and investigate the dependence of these gradients on stellar mass and galaxy type.
As mentioned previously, in Paper 2 the dependence of the gradients on galaxy environment is investigated. A parallel paper by Zheng et al.
(2016) also looks at environmental dependence of stellar population gradients but uses different fitting codes, stellar population models and
environmental measure than what is used here and in Paper 2.
3.1 Stellar Population Properties
To obtain stellar population properties, such as age and metallicity, we use a newly developed full spectral fitting code FIREFLY (Wilkinson et al.
2015, 2016). FIREFLY was developed in order to map out inherent spectral degeneracies, work well at low S/N ratios and include a robust
method for determining reddening. The fitting approach also employs minimal priors. In particular, no prior is set on the range of the stellar
population parameters, the star formation history or the reddening. This means that the only prior will be the adopted stellar population model
grid. This approach has been shown to be an accurate way to recover the stellar population properties of mock galaxies in Wilkinson et al.
(2016). In the following sections, we briefly describe the FIREFLY approach to stellar population analysis.
3.1.1 Full Spectral Fitting
FIREFLY is a χ2 minimisation fitting code1 that for a given input Spectral Energy Distribution (SED), fits Simple Stellar Populations (SSPs),
checking iteratively whether their χ2 values are improved by adding different SSPs components, with various luminosity contributions. At
each iteration, a selection of the best set of fits from both the one and the multiple-SSP fits are saved for the next cycle. This process is
repeated until adding further SSPs no longer improves the χ2. SSP components that already exist in the previous iteration of the fit can still
be added to create new fits, thus allowing final solutions with arbitrary proportions of the initial grid of SSPs.
To allow for the number of SSPs used in each linear combination to converge, each iteration must improve the previous fit by a statisti-
cally significant amount, which is governed by the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC, Liddle (2007)),
BIC = χ2 + k ln(n), (2)
where k is the number of fitting parameters (number of SSPs used) and n is the number of flux points. This BIC adds a penalty term to the χ2
value that scales linearly to the number of SSPs used. Once the fitting procedure has converged, an array of typically ∼ 100 − 1000 model
fits is returned, with each of these model fits being constructed from an arbitrarily weighted, linear combination of SSPs. The luminosity of
each fit is given by:
L(λ) =
NSSP∑
i
ωiLNSSP(λ), (3)
1 Calculated as χ2 =
∑
λ
(O(λ)−M(λ))2
E(λ)2
, where O(λ) is the observed SED, M(λ) is the model spectrum and E(λ) is the error.
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where ωi is the weight of the SSP, NSSP is the number of SSPs used and LNSSP(λ) is the luminosity of each SSP.
The final array of fits obtained by FIREFLY provide light and mass-weighted ages log(Age(Gyr)), metallicities [Z/H]2, stellar mass densi-
ties Σ∗, reddening E(B − V ), and corresponding χ2 values. Light-weighted properties involve weighting each stellar population component
by their geometrically averaged total luminosity across the fitted wavelength range, whereas mass-weighted properties involve weighting by
the stellar mass contribution over the same wavelength range. These two weightings can be complementary as light-weighted properties will
be affected by recently formed young stellar populations, whereas mass-weighted properties tell us about the cumulative evolution of the
galaxy. The likelihoods of these fits are then calculated by using the chi-squared cumulative probability distribution:
P(X = χ20) =
∫ inf
χ20
1
2k/2Γ( k
2
)
X(k/2)−1 exp−X/2 dX, (5)
where Γ is the gamma function, χ20 is the critical value of chi-squared, k is the degrees of freedom which can be expressed as k = N−ν−1,
where N is the number of data points and ν number of SSPs used. Gaussian profiles are then fit to each of the marginal distributions to
estimate each properties average value and the associated error. Figure 5 shows how to visualise these distributions.
3.1.2 Dust Attenuation
Prior to fitting the model templates to the data, FIREFLY takes into account galactic and interstellar reddening of the spectra. Foreground
Milky Way reddening is accounted for by using the foreground dust maps of Schlegel et al. (1998) and the extinction curve from Fitzpatrick
(1999). The intrinsic dust attenuation of each galaxy is then determined following an original procedure, fully described in Wilkinson et al.
(2015, 2016), which we summarise here. The central point to FIREFLYs determination of dust attenuation is that rather than assuming a
pre-determined attenuation curve, the code derives an attenuation law from the data itself. This follows the notion that the continuum shape
is distorted from its intrinsic shape by dust attenuation3. The attenuation is calculated in the following way.
Initially, all SEDs (both base stellar population models and data) are normalised to their total light and then preprocessed using a ‘High
Pass Filter (HPF)’. The HPF uses an analytic function across all wavelengths to rectify the continuum before deriving the stellar population
parameters. This is done using a window function applied to the Fourier transform of the spectra:
Fλ = fλ ⊗Wλ, (6)
where Fλ is the output flux, fλ is the input flux and Wλ = F−1Wk describes which modes are removed by the Fourier filter. The window
function Wk is given by:
Wk =
{
0 : k ≤ kcrit
1 : Otherwise,
where we set kcrit = 40 in this paper. This means that modes in the spectrum with fewer than 40 oscillations are removed, and higher fre-
quencies pass through the filter unchanged. kcrit = 40 was tested in Wilkinson et al. (2015) on mock galaxies and P-MaNGA data and was
shown to be an appropriate value for studies such as this one.
The rectified models are then fit to the rectified observed spectrum (using the method described in Section 3.1.1) in order to derive the
intrinsic stellar population parameters of the best fit. The final best fit model in its original form, i.e. non-rectified, is then compared to the
original unfiltered data. Any shape mismatch between the two is attributed to dust attenuation. The offset between the HPF filtered data and
the original unfiltered data is calculated as a function of wavelength and then smoothed, allowing for an attenuation curve to be deduced (see
Figure 4 for visualisation of the process). The derived attenuation curve is then applied to the base stellar population models, which are then
used to fit the original unfiltered input data as explained in Section 3.1.1. Example E(B − V ) maps and radial profiles calculated using this
method are shown in Figures 7 and 8, respectively.
3.1.3 Stellar Population Models
For the full spectral fitting in this work, we use the stellar population models of Maraston & Strömbäck (2011) (M11), which utilise the
MILES stellar library (Sánchez-Blázquez et al. 2006) and assume a Kroupa stellar initial mass function [IMF, Kroupa (2001)]. The model
library spans ages from 6.5 Myr to 15 Gyr and metallicities [Z/H] = −2.3,−1.3,−0.3, 0.0, 0.3. It has a spectral resolution of 2.5 FWHM
2 Defined as the abundance of heavy elements relative to Hydrogen
[Z/H] = log (Z/Z)− log (H/H) (4)
3 In addition to dust attenuation, flux mis-calibration will also alter the continuum shape. However, this effect will be automatically accounted for in the dust
attenuation procedure described here.
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(Beifiori et al. 2011; Falcón-Barroso et al. 2011; Prugniel et al. 2011) and a wavelength coverage of 3500 − 7428; this is smaller than the
wavelength range of the MaNGA data 3600 − 10300, and we restrict our full spectral fit to the wavelength range of the models. The
broadening of absorption features due to velocity dispersion and the difference in resolution between the data and the models must be taken
in to account before fitting to the data. For this, we combine the spectral resolution provided by the DRP and the velocity dispersion provided
by the DAP to adjust the resolution of the models to match the data, and take into account the broadening of absorption features.
3.1.4 Quality of Spectral Fits
FIREFLY can recover stellar population properties with acceptable accuracy down to a S/N ratio as low as 5. We chose this S/N threshold
for our spatial binning scheme as the best compromise between spatial sampling and accuracy in spectral fitting. Figure 2 shows the distribu-
tion with running median of the errors on luminosity-weighted age (left-hand panel) and metallicity (right-hand panel) as a function of S/N
ratio. The surveys target accuracy in age and metallicity determination at all radii sampled is 0.1 dex (Yan et al. 2016b). The figure shows
that this accuracy is reached with S/N ∼ 20 (see also Johansson et al. 2012; Wilkinson et al. 2015). The median error on age and metallicity
at our minimum threshold of S/N = 5 is 0.28 dex and 0.23 dex, respectively, with a large scatter up to 0.5 dex. Higher S/N and accuracy
in the determination of stellar population properties will then be obtained by combining Voronoi cells in radial bins. Examples of sample
spectral fits for three different S/N ratios are shown in the top three panels of Figure 3, as well as the distribution of residuals for all the the
galaxies fitted in this work (bottom panel).
3.1.5 Example Maps
Figure 7 shows example maps of S/N , luminosity-weighted age and metallicity with their corresponding errors, and dust attenuation for
the five different IFU bundle sizes in the MaNGA survey. It can be seen that the Voronoi binning to a minimum of S/N = 5 generally
provides a relatively high spatial sampling even for the smaller IFU bundles. The spatial resolution is around 2.5 arcsec, which is somewhat
oversampled by the Voronoi cells with S/N = 5 threshold. The errors on the derived stellar population properties are generally small in the
most central parts of the maps where the S/N is greatest, but become larger on the outskirts where S/N begins to drop off. This behaviour
can be understood from looking at the running median presented in Figure 2. This is key for the derivation of accurate radial gradients across
the entire sample. The aim of this figure is to provide a sense of the spatial sampling for the various IFU sizes, and a quantitative assessment
of the measurement errors on the stellar parameters as a function of radius is provided below.
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Figure 7. Example maps of S/N (Column 1), light-weighted log(Age(Gyr)) with errors (Columns 2 and 3), light-weighted [Z/H] with errors (Columns 4 and 5) and E(B − V ) values (Column 6) for a Voronoi
binning of S/N = 5. Bins with S/N < 5 are masked out as they are not used in our analysis. From top to bottom: MaNGA ID 1-596678 (127 fibre), MaNGA ID 12-84679 (91 fibre), MaNGA ID 1-252070 (61
fibre), MaNGA ID 1-235530 (37 fibre) and MaNGA ID 12-110746 (19 fibre). SDSS colour images of these galaxies are displayed in Figure 8. The masses of the galaxies, in units of log(M/M), are 11.02, 11.45,
11.25, 10.56 and 9.91 respectively.
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Figure 8. Examples of light and mass-weighted radial profiles of age (Columns 2, 3), metallicity (Column 4, 5) andE(B−V ) values (Column 6) obtained from full spectral fitting for five galaxies from the MaNGA
survey of varying IFU size. Column 1 shows the SDSS image of the galaxy. From top to bottom: MaNGA ID 1-596678 (127 fibre), MaNGA ID 12-84679 (91 fibre), MaNGA ID 1-252070 (61 fibre), MaNGA ID
1-235530 (37 fibre) and MaNGA ID 12-110746 (19 fibre). Grey circles represent the individual Voronoi cells from the DAP data cube, the orange line shows the running median and the red line shows the straight
line fit. The value of the stellar population gradient is quoted in the legend.
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Figure 9. Distribution of errors on age (top) and metallicity gradients (bottom). The dashed red line shows the MaNGA science requirement (SRD) of 0.1 dex
error on stellar population gradients. Quiescent galaxies are defined as the early-type galaxies used in this paper. Ngal represents the percentage of the galaxy
sample with an error less than the SRD requirement.
3.2 Radial Gradients
The on-sky position (relative to the galaxy centre) of each Voronoi cell is used to calculate semi-major axis coordinates, which we then use
to define a radius R of the cell. The effective radius Re, position angle and ellipticity used in this calculation are adopted from the NSA
catalogue. We define the radial gradient of a stellar population property θ (log(Age(Gyr)), [Z/H]) in units of dex/Re as:
∇θ = dθ/dR, (7)
where R is the radius in units of effective radius Re. The gradient is measured using least squares linear regression. Errors on the gradients
are calculated using a Monte Carlo bootstrap resampling method (Press et al. 2007). This technique involves taking an original dataset of size
N and creating a synthetic dataset of the same size but which consists of randomly sampled values from the original dataset, and remeasuring
the gradient. We iterate this process 1000 times building a distribution of gradient values, and use the standard deviation of this distribution
as the 1-σ error on the gradient. Examples of the resulting radial gradients for the same objects as Figure 7 for different IFU bundle sizes are
shown in Figure 8. Both luminosity-weighted and mass-weighted stellar population parameters are shown in this. It can be seen that spatial
sampling is high enough to allow for robust derivations of radial gradients even for the small fibre bundles (bottom rows). It is also reassuring
to note that the linear fit (red line) generally agrees well with the running median of stellar population parameter as a function of radius
(orange line). The resulting error σ in the determination of the stellar population parameter at a radial bin centred around radius R can then
be estimated as
σ(R) =
∑NR
i=1 σ
2
i√
NR
, (8)
where σi is the error for individual Voronoi cells contributing to the radial bin around radius R, and NR is the total number of cells in that
radial bin. Figure 6 shows a density plot of the resulting error in age (top panel) and metallicity (bottom panel) as a function of radius for the
full galaxy sample. There is a large scatter, but the median error per Voronoi cell increases slightly with increasing radius (orange line) as
expected because of the drop in S/N . However, at the same time the typical number of cells per radial bin increases with increasing radius
with a slight drop beyond a radius of ∼ 1.3 Re. The error per radial bin is then σ/
√
NR shown by the yellow line. This final error increases
only slightly with radius, as the larger number of cells at large radii compensates for the larger error. The resulting typical errors in age and
metallicity at ∼ 1.5 Re are 0.06 dex and 0.07 dex respectively, and even lower at smaller radii. We note that some possible contribution
of covariance between those cells is neglected here, hence the true error will be slightly larger. We expect the effect to be small, however,
because of the generally large spatial separation of most Voronoi cells in each annulus, in particular at large radii.
The derived gradients and their errors are quoted in the individual panels of Figure 8. The distribution of the errors in age and metallic-
ity gradients for the early-type galaxies in the present sample are presented in Figure 9. The median errors in age and metallicity gradient
are 0.05 dex and 0.07 dex, respectively. The distribution is not symmetric, which implies that the errors of the age and metallicity gradients
are below 0.1 dex for 77% and 66% of the sample, respectively. These values are very close to the survey science requirement of 80% of
quiescent galaxies with an error in the age and metallicity gradient below 0.1 dex (Yan et al. 2016b).
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Figure 10. Comparison of the light-weighted stellar population parameters age (top row) and metallicity (bottom row), obtained by STARLIGHT and FIREFLY
with M11 and BC03 stellar population models for a subset of 30 galaxies from the MaNGA survey. Contours represent the number density of Voronoi cells.
The dashed line in each panel is the one-one relation. The values µX−Y and σX−Y represent the median difference and dispersion between the X and Y axis,
respectively.
3.3 Comparison Between Fitting Codes and Stellar Population Models
To test the dependence of our stellar population measurements both on the spectral fitting technique and the underlying stellar population
model, we compare to the results obtained with the spectral fitting code STARLIGHT (Cid Fernandes et al. 2005) using both Maraston & Strömbäck
(2011, M11) and Bruzual & Charlot (2003, BC03) models for a subset of 30 galaxies. STARLIGHT with BC03 STELIB models is used in
Zheng et al. (2016). To ensure our comparison of the codes is a fair one, we adopt the same base stellar population models of M11 with
Kroupa IMF that were used in the present FIREFLY fits and we fit over the same wavelength range of 3500-7428. A fundamental difference
is the treatment of dust: while STARLIGHT assumes a dust reddening law, FIREFLY is parameter free, because it does not fit the continuum
shape to constrain the stellar population properties. It should be emphasised, however, that this comparison is very complicated and a more
detailed analysis is beyond the scope of this work.
The results of this comparison are presented in Figure 10. In general there is a large scatter and some systematic offsets. On the positive
side, young and intermediate-age populations are consistently identified by both codes but then there are considerable difference in the exact
ages derived. FIREFLY yields younger light-averaged ages for old populations than STARLIGHT (top left-hand panel) by about ∼ 0.1 dex,
but are in reasonable agreement for younger populations leading to an median offset of µX−Y = −0.04 dex and scatter of σX−Y = 0.45 dex.
The choice of stellar population model turns out to produce an effect of comparable size. The BC03 STELIB models yield somewhat younger
ages by ∼ 0.08 dex for the old population and older ages by ∼ 0.1 − 0.2 dex for the younger population (top middle panel). This is a con-
sequence of the different stellar tracks used in the two models: the onset of the red giant evolutionary phase is earlier in M11 models, based
on Cassisi et al. (1997) tracks, whereas BC03 is based on Padova isochrones (Girardi et al. 2000) (see Maraston (2005) for a detailed discus-
sion). This conspires to a smaller offset between the ages of old populations derived with STARLIGHT+BC03 in Zheng et al. (2016) and in
the present work with FIREFLY+M11 (top right-hand panel). Again, there is a large scatter. Young and intermediate-age populations tend to
have slightly younger ages when derived with the M11 models, which leads to a systematic offset of ∼ 0.07 dex in the comparison between
this work and Zheng et al. (2016). Overall, we can conclude that luminosity-weighted ages are affected by systematic offsets between the var-
ious codes and underlying stellar population models of the order of µX−Y = −0.13 dex, however the scatter is large, with σX−Y = 0.37 dex.
The comparison for luminosity-weighted metallicity provides a more complex picture as shown by the bottom panels in Figure 10. STARLIGHT
appears to produce systematically lower metallicities for the bulk metal-rich population by ∼ 0.1 dex and higher metallicities for the metal-
poor population by ∼ 0.3 dex (bottom left-hand panel), leading to a median offset µX−Y = −0.11 dex. The bottom middle panel in
Figure 10 shows an offset of µX−Y = −0.1 dex between the STARLIGHT+M11 and STARLIGHT+BC03 models, with M11 producing
lower metallicities. The blend of both of these results leads to an overall difference of µX−Y = −0.24 dex between STARLIGHT+BC03
and FIREFLY+M11, with lower metallicities being obtained by the latter (bottom right panel). The most striking difference between the
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Figure 11. Comparison of the stellar population gradients obtained using the output results from the two different spectral fitting codes, FIREFLY and
STARLIGHT with two different stellar population models M11 and BC03. Additionally, the same method of obtaining the radial gradient was used and errors
were deduced from bootstrap resampling. The grey line shows a 1-1 correspondence between the gradients. The orange and red colours represent light and
mass-weighted properties, whereas the circles and triangles represent late-type and early-type galaxies, respectively. Lastly, the values µX−Y and σX−Y
represent the median difference and dispersion between the X and Y axis as in Figure 10.
two fitting codes lies in the distribution of metallicities (bottom left panel). STARLIGHT appears to yield a narrower range of metallicities
(−0.2 to 0.1 dex) than FIREFLY (−0.5 to 0.3 dex) and as a consequence, discrepancies can be as large as 0.4 dex, with FIREFLY obtaining
substantially lower metallicities for some spectra than STARLIGHT. This issue clearly requires more investigation and more detailed com-
parisons with also other spectral fitting codes. However, this work goes beyond the scope of this paper.
In Figure 11 we compare the final stellar population gradients derived from these three different combinations of fitting code and stellar
population model. Here we show both light-averaged (orange symbols) and mass-averaged (red symbols) quantities, as well as separating
between early (triangle) and late-type (circle) galaxies. In general, as can be expected from the results in Figure 10, there is quite a large
scatter and there are some systematic offsets in the derived gradients. However, it is not necessarily straightforward to relate the discrep-
ancies identified in Figure 10 to differences in gradients. The top left panel of Figure 11 shows the comparison between gradients derived
using FIREFLY+M11 and STARLIGHT+M11. It can be seen that light-weighted age gradients for STARLIGHT are slightly more negative
(µX−Y = 0.05 dex/Re for late-types and µX−Y = 0.02 dex/Re for early-types) than the ones obtained using FIREFLY, which can be
attributed to the lower ages of old (and generally central) populations (top left-hand panel in Figure 10). The mass-weighted age gradients
derived from FIREFLY are also more positive by µX−Y = 0.11 dex/Re and µX−Y = 0.06 dex/Re for early and late-types, respectively. The
systematic uncertainty introduced by the fitting method at fixed stellar population model is of the same order of the gradient signal itself, a
caveat that needs to be considered when investigating stellar population gradients.
The situation becomes more complex when looking at the top right panel in Figure 11, where the age gradients obtained from FIREFLY+M11
and STARLIGHT+BC03 are compared. The light and mass-weighted age gradients of late-type galaxies obtained by both fitting codes are
consistent within the scatter. However, for early-type galaxies there is a marked difference between the two results. Both the light and mass-
weighted age gradients produced by FIREFLY+M11 are more positive than STARLIGHT+BC03 (µX−Y = 0.14 dex/Re and µX−Y = 0.15
dex/Re). This leads to the conclusion that depending on the combination of fitting code and underlying stellar population model, the result
can range from positive to slightly negative age gradients. The origin of this difference is less clear, but might simply be caused by the fact
that ages are generally younger in the FIREFLY+M11 (this work) than the STARLIGHT+BC03 (Zheng et al. 2016) setup (top right-hand
panel in Figure 10). The top right panel showing the age gradients obtained with STARLIGHT+M11 and STARLIGHT+BC03 also shows a
large degree of scatter, highlighting further the complexity involved in comparisons such as this one. This significant systematic uncertainty
needs to be acknowledged, and future work is needed to assess the origin of these differences and explore possible paths to mitigate them.
The bottom panels of Figure 11 show the derived light and mass-weighted metallicity gradients. In general, the metallicity gradient measure-
ments vary quite a bit, but are consistent within the scatter for both early and late-types.
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Figure 12. Figure investigating the impact of beam smearing on radial gradients. The panels show the luminosity-weighted age (top left), luminosity-weighted
metallicity (top right), mass-weighted age (bottom left) and mass-weighted metallicity gradients (bottom right) for early-types (top plot) and late-types (bottom
plot), obtained using the Primary and restricted Secondary MaNGA sample.
Table 1. Median light-weighted and mass-weighted gradients (in dex/Re) for both early-type and late-type galaxies for a fixed stellar mass range. The
galaxies are split between the Primary MaNGA sample used in this work and the restricted MaNGA Secondary sample to assess the impact of beam smearing
investigated in Figure 12. Errors correspond to the standard deviation of the distribution.
Galaxy Type Property Mass Bin Primary (dex/Re) Restricted Secondary (dex/Re)
Early-Type Light-Weighted Age 9.5 < log(M/M) < 10.9 0.01± 0.13 0.02± 0.14
Light-Weighted [Z/H] −0.14± 0.11 −0.12± 0.12
Mass-Weighted Age 0.10± 0.10 0.07± 0.12
Mass-Weighted [Z/H] −0.01± 0.11 −0.04± 0.13
Late-Type Light-Weighted Age 9.0 < log(M/M) < 10.5 −0.07± 0.20 −0.12± 0.28
Light-Weighted [Z/H] −0.03± 0.29 0.03± 0.27
Mass-Weighted Age 0.02± 0.17 −0.01± 0.30
Mass-Weighted [Z/H] −0.06± 0.30 0.06± 0.36
Table 2. Table explaining the approximate number of beams per IFU for both Primary and Secondary MaNGA galaxy samples within 1.5 Re. This highlights
the fact that Secondary sample has ∼1/3 less spatial resolution than the Primary sample at this given radius.
Bundle Diameter (arcsec) Primary Secondary
(NBeams) (NBeams)
19-fibre 12′′ 4.8 2.9
37-fibre 17′′ 6.8 4.1
61-fibre 22′′ 8.8 5.3
91-fibre 27′′ 10.8 6.5
127-fibre 32′′ 12.8 7.7
We conclude that age and metallicity measurements from full spectral fitting are considerably affected by systematic differences in the
full spectral fitting technique and underlying stellar population models. We find offsets of 0.1 − 0.4 dex with a large scatter. This re-
sult is not surprising, and similarly large differences between fitting codes and stellar population models have already been highlighted in
Wilkinson et al. (2015). However, we also show here that consequently measurements of quantities such as age gradients, are affected by
systematic discrepancies of the order of 0.03 − 0.15 dex/Re. This implies that the resulting uncertainties are of similar size as the signal
being measured, hence a more rigorous and detailed investigation is needed to understand how to address these issues in future studies.
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3.4 Beam Smearing Effects on Radial Gradients
Beam smearing is a cause for concern for most IFU surveys as it can have the effect of diluting the measured radial gradients. By comparing
stellar population gradients for the MaNGA Primary and Secondary galaxy samples4, we can assess the possible impact of beam smearing
on the gradients we present in this paper.
The Field of View (FoV) of the IFUs, in effective radius, are 1.5 Re for the Primary and 2.5 Re for the Secondary sample, respectively. If we
only consider the Secondary samples radial extent out to 1.5 Re we can calculate the number of beams (NBeams) per FoV in the following
manner:
NBeams =
{
dIFU/dB : Primary
(dIFU · (1.5/2.5))/dB : Restricted Secondary
where dIFU is the diameter of the IFU in arcsecs and dB is the typical beam size in MaNGA, which is 2.5 arcsec. The values obtained
for the five different IFU bundles are presented in Table 2. From this Table it is clear to see that the Secondary sample (when sampled
out to 1.5 Re only) has ∼1/3 less spatial resolution than the Primary sample in each IFU. If beam smearing was having a significant ef-
fect, this change in spatial resolution would lead to flatter radial gradients in the restricted Secondary sample compared to the Primary sample.
Figure 12 shows the light and mass-weighted stellar population gradients for early-type (top four panels) and late-type galaxies (bottom
four panels) obtained for a subset of galaxies in a fixed mass range (early-types: 9.5 < log(M) < 10.9, −18.5 < Mi < −21.6 and
late-types: 9.0 < log(M) < 10.5, −17.4 < Mi < −21.0). The median and standard deviations of the distributions are also summarised
in Table 1. From Table 1, we can see that the median gradients obtained from the distributions in Figure 12 are consistent for both early and
late-type galaxies. This tells us that the restricted Secondary sample, which has lower spatial resolution, has comparable gradients to what
we present in this work and provides us with confidence that the effect of beam smearing must be quite small in our work and does not affect
the gradients in any significant way.
We can however, conduct one further exercise to consolidate our conclusion regarding beam smearing. Again using the Secondary sam-
ple, we can investigate the effect that the radial dynamic range used in measuring stellar population gradients, has on the derived gradient
value. This is done by measuring the radial gradients on Secondary sample galaxies out to two different radii (1.5 Re and 2.5 Re)5 and
comparing the results. The results of this analysis can be seen in Figure 13. Overall, the gradients are fairly consistent when measured using
these two different dynamic ranges, with high correlations (ranging between 0.77 to 0.83) and relatively low scatter (ranging between 0.07
and 0.13) between the derived gradients. This once again emphasises that the effect of beam smearing must be extremely small in our work
and does not affect the gradients presented in this paper in any significant way.
Our results obtained in this Section are slightly different compared to a preliminary study based on P-MaNGA data by Wilkinson et al.
(2015), who found mild evidence of beam smearing on the gradients. However, the sample size for their study was very small (17 galax-
ies) and the MaNGA data reduction has significantly improved since the P-MaNGA data. Although our results suggest no significant beam
smearing, in order to truly quantify the effect of beam smearing simulations would be necessary, however this is beyond the scope of this
paper.
4 RESULTS
We now turn to presenting the resulting stellar population gradients for the full sample of 505 early-type and 216 late-type galaxies and their
dependence on galaxy mass and morphological type. Firstly, we present dependencies of the stellar population properties, age and metallicity,
as a function of radius in the four quartiles of the mass distribution corresponding to the following four mass bins: log(M/M) < 9.935,
9.935 < log(M/M) < 10.552, 10.552 < log(M/M) < 11.054, and log(M/M) > 11.054. Information regarding the breakdown
of galaxies into these mass bins can be found in Table 4. We then calculate the median and its distribution of age and metallicity in radial
bins (see orange line in Figure 8) for these four mass bins, considering both light and mass-weighted stellar population properties, as well as
E(B − V ). In a final step, we present the full star formation histories in the age-metallicity plane as a function of galaxy mass and radius.
4.1 Median Stellar Population Properties
Figure 14 shows the median stellar population parameters, age and metallicity, as a function of radius in the four different bins of galaxy
mass (see labels) and Table 3 shows the derived stellar population properties at 1 Re for both early and late-type galaxies used in this work.
4 It is important to note that the Secondary sample used in this comparison is not part of the 721 galaxies used in this work.
5 Note, this exercise can not be done with the Primary galaxy sample as their radial extent is only observed out to ∼ 1.5 Re.
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Figure 13. Figure showing the impact of the dynamic range on the measured stellar population gradients of luminosity-weighted age (top left), mass-weighted
age (top right) , luminosity-weighted metallicity (bottom left) and mass-weighted metallicity gradients (bottom right) for galaxies in the MaNGA secondary
sample. Gradients were calculated within 1.5 Re and 2.5 Re for both early and late-type galaxies.
Table 3. Light and mass-weighted median stellar population properties at the centre of the galaxy and at 1 Re, split by galaxy mass. These numbers are
representative of the plots shown in Figure 14.
Property Mass Bin Early-types Early-types Late-types Late-types
Value at Centre Value at 1 Re Value at Centre Value at 1 Re
(dex) (dex) (dex) (dex)
log(Age(Gyr))LW log(M/M) < 9.935 0.56 0.60 0.44 0.26
[Z/H]LW −0.24 −0.32 −0.73 −0.65
log(Age(Gyr))MW 0.84 0.90 0.77 0.70
[Z/H]MW −0.28 −0.32 −1.07 −1.12
log(Age(Gyr))LW 9.935 < log(M/M) < 10.552 0.60 0.53 0.45 0.28
[Z/H]LW −0.10 −0.15 −0.49 −0.58
log(Age(Gyr))MW 0.80 0.87 0.73 0.68
[Z/H]MW −0.18 −0.16 −0.77 −1.01
log(Age(Gyr))LW 10.552 < log(M/M) < 11.054 0.71 0.64 0.43 0.29
[Z/H]LW 0.08 −0.06 −0.33 −0.43
log(Age(Gyr))MW 0.82 0.91 0.68 0.70
[Z/H]MW 0.06 −0.04 −0.48 −0.80
log(Age(Gyr))LW log(M/M) > 11.054 0.81 0.75 0.65 0.34
[Z/H]LW 0.15 −0.01 −0.01 −0.33
log(Age(Gyr))MW 0.91 0.99 0.75 0.81
[Z/H]MW 0.16 0.03 −0.06 −0.30
4.1.1 Age Gradients
Early-type galaxies generally exhibit relatively shallow age gradients. The light-weighted age gradients (orange lines) are either not signifi-
cant within 2-σ (lower mass bins), or very small (higher mass bins). This is consistent with previous results in the literature (Mehlert et al.
2000, 2003; Kuntschner et al. 2010; Rawle et al. 2010; González Delgado et al. 2015, see also Introduction). However, there is a marked
difference between light and mass-weighted measurements. The light-averaged ages are systematically younger than the mass-weighted ones
at all radii, ranging from∼ 0.27 dex in the lowest mass bin to∼ 0.17 dex in the highest mass bins. This result is as expected, simply because
younger stellar populations are brighter (e.g. Greggio 1997). Very interestingly, there is a difference in gradient between light and mass-
weight, and the mass-weighted median age does show some radial dependence with positive gradients at all galaxy masses. The gradient is
very shallow for galaxies with log(M/M) < 9.935 (0.07 ± 0.016 dex/Re), but increases with increasing galaxy mass to a gradient of
about∼ 0.1 dex/Re in galaxies with log(M/M) > 10.552. In other words, mass-weighted age increases with galactic radius. This implies
that stellar populations in early-type galaxies, even though generally old, are slightly younger in their centres pointing to an "outside-in"
progression of star formation. We will provide a more detailed assessment of this difference in Section 4.2.
Late-type galaxies exhibit very different age gradients compared to early-types. The light-weighted age gradients are negative and with
statistically significant slopes scattering around ∼ 0.2 dex/Re for all galaxy masses. This is consistent with recent results in the literature
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Figure 14. Median stellar population parameters age (top rows) and metallicity (bottom rows) as a function of radius in four different bins of galaxy mass
(see labels) for the full sample containing 505 early-type and 216 late-type galaxies. The top panels are early-type galaxies and the bottom panels are late-type
galaxies, respectively. Light-weighted and mass-weighted quantities are shown as orange and red lines, respectively. The shaded area is the 1-σ width of the
distribution around the median value. The resulting fitted gradients and their bootstrapped errors are quoted in each panel.
(Sánchez-Blázquez et al. 2014; González Delgado et al. 2015) and points to older stellar populations in the bulge and more prominent star
formation activity at large radii, in line with "inside-out" formation scenarios (Li et al. 2015). However, the mass-weighted age gradients
are flat, independent of galaxy mass, as also found by Sánchez-Blázquez et al. (2014). This shows that any excess of star formation in the
outskirts of galaxy discs compared to the centre must be small and does not contribute significantly to the overall mass budget. Hence, while
galaxy discs appear to form "inside-out" in contrast to early-types, this pattern is still surprisingly weak.
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Figure 15.E(B−V ) values derived from FIREFLY as a function of radius in four different bins of galaxy mass (see legend) for the sample of 505 early-type
galaxies (left panel) and 216 late-type galaxies (right panel). The thick line represents that median and the the shaded region is the 1-σ width of the distribution
around the median value.
Table 4. Table showing the breakdown of number and stellar mass (log(M/M)) of galaxies in each of the four quartiles of the mass distribution used in this
work. σ shows the standard deviation of the galaxy masses relating to galaxies inside each mass bin.
Mass Bin Number (N) Number (N) Number (N) Mean Stellar Mass Standard Deviation
Early-types Late-types log(M/M) (σ)
log(M/M) < 9.935 160 54 106 9.58 ±0.26
9.935 < log(M/M) < 10.552 167 96 71 10.30 ±0.19
10.552 < log(M/M) < 11.054 192 162 30 10.78 ±0.15
log(M/M) > 11.054 202 197 5 11.41 ±0.25
4.1.2 Metallicity Gradients
The bottom panels of Figure 14 show the gradients in metallicity for early and late-type galaxies. Early-type galaxies generally show nega-
tive gradients in metallicity at all galaxy masses. The light-weighted metallicity gradient around ∼ −0.12 dex/Re is slightly shallower but
in qualitative agreement with previous literature (Mehlert et al. 2000, 2003; Kuntschner et al. 2010; Rawle et al. 2010; Greene et al. 2012;
González Delgado et al. 2015). A more detailed comparison of this result and the literature can be found in the Discussion. Light and mass-
weighted metallicities and their radial dependence are virtually indistinguishable, with an average offset of ∼ 0.05 dex. This is because
there is no well-defined age-metallicity correlation in the (predominantly old) stellar populations of early-type galaxies (see Section 4.2.1).
This ought to be expected as the stellar populations are generally old in early-type galaxies with no significant recent star formation (e.g.
Thomas et al. 2010). Our study shows that this is indeed the case within at least 1.5 effective radii. Although visually the light and mass-
weighted metallicities appear indistinguishable, there is a mild difference between the gradients obtained as a function of mass. Figure 14
shows that the mass-weighted metallicity gradient becomes more negative as mass increases, ranging from flat gradients in the lowest mass
bins (∼ 0.03 dex/Re) to negative gradients in the most massive (∼ −0.1 dex/Re). A trend not seen in the light-weighted metallicity.
Late-type galaxies metallicity measurements are very different to early-types in this regard. The luminosity-weighted metallicities are sys-
tematically larger than mass-weighted by about∼ 0.35 dex. This must be the direct consequence of ongoing chemical enrichment producing
young metal-rich stellar populations. We find that this process is largely independent of galactic radius, with the only exception being the
highest mass bin with log(M/M) > 11.054, where the discrepancy between luminosity-weighted and mass-weighted metallicities be-
comes very small (∼ 0.09 dex); quite similar to early-type galaxies. This may be because the highest mass bin is populated by the most
bulge-dominated late-type galaxies or due to small number statistics (see Table 4) . Both the light-weighted and mass-weighted metallic-
ity gradients are significantly negative at all galaxy masses (except the lowest mass bin at log(M/M) < 9.935). The negative slope in
light-weighted metallicity becomes steeper with increasing galaxy mass, ranging from ∼ −0.1 dex/Re in the second lowest mass bin to
∼ −0.3 dex/Re for the most massive late-types. The gradients and the trend of steepening slope with galaxy mass is even more pronounced
for mass-weighted metallicities, leading to a metallicity gradient of ∼ −0.48 dex/Re at the highest masses. These metallicity gradients in
the stellar populations of galaxy discs are in good agreement with the radial gradients generally found in the stellar abundances of the Milky
Way (Carollo et al. 2007; Hayden et al. 2015), as well as in the gas metallicities of the Milky Way and other disc galaxies (Vilchez & Esteban
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Figure 16. Star formation and metal enrichment histories for early-type galaxies as function of galaxy mass and radius. The density scale indicates the relative
mass-weights of the stellar populations in the spectral fit in age-metallicity space. The columns are three radial bins with radius increasing from left to right
(see labels), rows are the four mass bins with mass increasing from bottom to top (see labels). See Figure 17 for light-weighted quantities. For more details
see Section 4.2
1996; Ho et al. 2015; Stanghellini et al. 2015). These results show that the radial dependence of chemical enrichment processes and the effect
of gas inflow/metal transport are far more pronounced in late-type galaxies than they are in early-types.
4.1.3 Dust Gradients
Figure 15 shows the median radial profiles of E(B − V ) for both early (left panel) and late-types galaxies (right panel), split by galaxy
mass. Early-type galaxies generally have a very small amount of dust and exhibit shallow, relatively flat radial profiles. From the left panel
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Figure 17. Star formation and metal enrichment histories for early-type galaxies as function of galaxy mass and radius. The density scale indicates the relative
luminosity-weights of the stellar populations in the spectral fit in age-metallicity space. The columns are three radial bins with radius increasing from left to
right (see labels), rows are the four mass bins with mass increasing from bottom to top (see labels). See Figure 16 for mass-weighted quantities. For more
details see Section 4.2
of Figure 15, it is also clear to see that the central part of the galaxy (R < 1Re) has a marginally steeper radial profile that the outermost
regions (R > 1Re) due to the higher dust values found in the most central part. By performing a linear fit to the median radial profiles, we
find that the gradient values (in order of ascending mass) are −0.015 ± 0.03, −0.036 ± 0.05, −0.031 ± 0.04 and 0.007 ± 0.02 mag/Re,
respectively. These values are close to flat and there appears to be no obvious trend of radial gradient and galaxy mass.
Late-type galaxies generally contain more dust at the centre than early-types, and have radial profiles which trend with stellar mass. Per-
forming a linear fit to the median radial profiles, we find that the gradient values (in order of ascending mass) are 0.00± 0.01,−0.03± 0.03,
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Figure 18. Star formation and metal enrichment histories for late-type galaxies as function of galaxy mass and radius. The density scale indicates the relative
mass-weights of the stellar populations in the spectral fit in age-metallicity space. The columns are three radial bins with radius increasing from left to right
(see labels), rows are the four mass bins with mass increasing from bottom to top (see labels). See Figure 19 for light-weighted quantities. For more details
see Section 4.2
−0.06± 0.04 and −0.09± 0.05 mag/Re, respectively. The reason for this steepening of gradient as a function of mass is largely driven by
the central E(B − V ) values. For the most massive late-type galaxies (log(M/M) > 11.054), central E(B − V ) values are ∼ 0.18 mag
and this value declines with decreasing mass, eventually reaching a value of ∼ 0.03 mag in the lowest mass bin (log(M/M) < 9.935). At
radii larger than 1Re however, the E(B − V ) values tend to converge around a similar value of ∼ 0.03 mag with some scatter. This result
suggests that the gravitational potential well in late-type galaxies is key to retaining dust in the central region and that this accumulation
of dust drives the radial gradients. In addition to this, the radial profile in the central part of the galaxy (R < 1Re) is steeper than in the
outermost regions. However, this does not hold true for the lowest mass bin.
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Figure 19. Star formation and metal enrichment histories for late-type galaxies as function of galaxy mass and radius. The density scale indicates the relative
luminosity-weights of the stellar populations in the spectral fit in age-metallicity space. The columns are three radial bins with radius increasing from left to
right (see labels), rows are the four mass bins with mass increasing from bottom to top (see labels). See Figure 18 for mass-weighted quantities. For more
details see Section 4.2.
The dust gradient results presented here are in good agreement with what was found by the CALIFA survey (González Delgado et al. 2015).
The CALIFA survey found that for galaxies in the mass range 9.1 < log(M/M) < 10.6, which is dominated by late-type galaxies, the
most massive galaxies had more dust in their central regions and steeper radial gradients. The gradient values range from ∼ 0 mag/Re for
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the least massive galaxies, to ∼ −0.1 mag/Re in the most massive, agreeing quantitatively with what we found for late-type galaxies6. For
early-type galaxies, central E(B−V ) values are lower than what is found in late-type galaxies and the dust profiles differ between the inner
and outer parts of the galaxy, with radial profiles within 1Re being slightly negative and flat at R > 1Re. Once again, agreeing with what we
present here. In addition to this, the more massive early-type galaxies have less dust in their central region and flatter radial gradients. This
trend is fairly weak in our work, due to the large degree of scatter between the mass bins but the most massive early-types (black line) do
appear to have less dust in their central regions.
4.2 Resolved Star Formation Histories
As discussed in the previous Section and shown in Figure 14, interesting differences exist between light and mass-weighted stellar population
properties. In this Section, we present the resolved star formation histories in the age-metallicity plane to shed more light on this variation and
to tighten constraints on formation scenarios. To this end, we split the sample into the three radial bins (R/Re < 0.5, 0.5 < R/Re < 1.0,
and 1.0 < R/Re < 1.5), the same four mass bins as in Figure 14, as well as early and late-type. The resulting star formation and metal
enrichment histories are presented in Figures 16 to 19. Mass-weighted and luminosity-weighted quantities for early-type galaxies are shown
in Figures 16 to 17, while Figures 18 to 19 present the same for late-types.
4.2.1 Early-Type Galaxies
From Figure 16 it can be seen that early-type galaxies are dominated by old stellar populations with some spread in metallicity at all
radii. With decreasing galaxy mass (top to bottom in Figure 16), the component of old, metal-poor stellar populations gains weight in
mass. At the same time a minor young, metal-rich component also rises with decreasing galaxy mass. Both these trends are in line with
the mass-metallicity (MZR) and mass-age relationships of early-type galaxies (Gallazzi et al. 2005; Panter et al. 2008; Thomas et al. 2010;
González Delgado et al. 2014, 2015, e.g.) and these results will be disseminated further in a forthcoming paper (Goddard et al. in prep). Both
these effects are even stronger in light-weighted quantities as shown in Figure 17.
Figure 16 further reveals the radial dependence: in massive early-types (log(M/M) > 10.552) the outermost radial bins are dominated by
old stellar populations (t ∼ 10 Gyr), while a component of intermediate-age (t>∼ 3 Gyr), metal-rich populations is present in the centre. This
leads to the positive age gradient presented in Figure 14 suggesting "outside-in" progression of star formation. As galaxy centres are more
metal-rich than the outskirts, this "outside-in" formation is more likely caused by continuing (or additional) star formation from enriched
material (Bedregal et al. 2011), rather than by recent star formation activity due to late-time accretion. Also in agreement with Figure 14,
these positive age gradients appear flatter at lower masses, where intermediate-age, metal-rich components are also present at large radii.
Some very small contribution of such intermediate-age populations can be seen also in the two massive mass bins in the light-weighted
quantities (Figure 17), which explains why luminosity-weighted age gradients are found to be flat. This result suggests that some very small
residual star formation is found at large radii, which however does not contribute to the overall mass budget.
The positive age gradients implying "outside-in" progression of star formation agree with previous results in the literature (see Introduc-
tion, Table 5 and Figure 22), and also fit well into recent work by Johnston et al. (2012, 2014) who find that the bulges of lenticular galaxies
in Fornax contain consistently younger and more metal-rich stellar populations than their surrounding discs. This conclusion has also been
recently reproduced in an analysis of MaNGA data (Johnston et al. 2016), and it will be interesting in future to compare directly with the
present sample.
Mass-weighted metallicity gradients are shown to be relatively flat in Figure 14, which is consistent with the fact that the proportion of
the metal-rich population does not seem to vary significantly with radius in Figure 16. In light-weighted space, however, the young metal-
rich component in the centre as well as an old metal-poor component at large radii becomes more evident (Figure 17), which is in line with
the generally negative light-weighted metallicity gradients in Figure 14.
4.2.2 Late-Type Galaxies
The resolved star formation histories of late-type galaxies are distinctly different from the ones of early-types in mass-weighted space. The
presence of young, metal-rich populations at all masses and all radial bins also for the mass-weighted quantities is striking (Figure 18). And
in fact a well-defined age-metallicity relation is detected with old, metal-poor and young, metal-rich populations, similar to what is observed
in the Milky Way (e.g. Edvardsson et al. 1993). This metal enrichment pattern is even more pronounced in light-weighted space (Figure 19).
To our knowledge, this is the first time that a full spectral fitting code has resolved the chemical enrichment history for integrated populations
6 In order to compare our results forE(B−V ) gradients to the ones obtained in González Delgado et al. (2015), we transform theirAV values intoE(B−V )
using RV, which is defined as AV/E(B − V ).
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in large galaxy samples.
The mass-weighted age gradient is generally flat, because the presence of young populations is equally pronounced at all radii (Figure 18).
However, some slight excess of star formation is detectable in the luminosity-weighted quantities (Figure 18), which leads to the negative age
gradients in late-type galaxies discussed above and shown in Figure 14. The metal-rich component is particularly evident in the inner radial
bins, which explains the strong metallicity gradients observed for late-type galaxies both in luminosity and mass-weighted space (Figure 14).
These gradients become stronger with increasing mass, because the central metal-rich component is more evident in the higher mass bins as
can be seen from Figures 18 and 19.
4.2.3 Summary
To conclude this analysis, we find evidence for "outside-in" progression of star formation in early-type galaxies, and only very mild gradients
in metallicity. Late-type galaxies exhibit strong metallicity gradients and mild evidence for "inside-out" formation with some small excess
of recent star formation activity at large radii. The stellar populations of late-type galaxies follow a well defined age-metallicity relationship
spanning several Gyr in age at all radii, while early-type galaxies are dominated by old populations at all radii with significant scatter in
metallicity.
4.3 Correlations with Galaxy Mass
Figures 20 and 21 show the derived light and mass-weighted age, metallicity and dust gradients, as a function of stellar mass log(M/M)
and their overall distributions, for early and late-type galaxies, respectively. By looking at the overall distribution of gradients in the middle
left and top left hand panels of Figure 20, light-weighted age gradients tend to be flat for early-type galaxies, but slightly positive in mass-
weight ∼ 0.1 dex/Re. In the middle left and top left hand panels of Figure 21, late-types galaxies age gradients are slightly negative ∼ −0.1
dex/Re in light weight, but flat in mass-weight (see also Figure 14). The bottom central panel in both Figures shows the dust gradients, which
are generally flat for early-type galaxies (∼ 0.0 dex/Re) and slightly negative for late-type galaxies (∼ −0.03 dex/Re). The right hand panels
show that metallicity tends to be constantly negative for both morphologies. For early-types, they range from ∼ 0 to ∼ −0.2 dex/Re, while
for late-types they range from ∼ 0 to ∼ −0.5 dex/Re.
Much of this scatter comes from a well-defined dependence on galaxy mass however, and we can now quantitatively describe the relation
between stellar population gradients and stellar mass and assess whether galaxy mass is a significant driver of stellar population gradients.
The linear fits and the resulting slopes with their errors are shown in each panel of Figures 20 and 21. It can be seen that luminosity and
mass-weighted age gradients generally do not correlate with galaxy mass, both for early and late-type galaxies. The slopes of the gradient-
mass relationships are 0.01 ± 0.06 and −0.01 ± 0.04 in light and mass-weight for early-types, and 0.00 ± 0.07 and 0.02 ± 0.05 in light
and mass-weight for late-types respectively. This is also true for dust gradients in early-type galaxies, where the slope of gradient-mass
relationship is 0.03± 0.04.
The picture is different for metallicity gradients that become steeper with increasing galaxy mass. The gradient-mass relationships are
∇[Z/H]ETLW = 0.37− 0.04(±0.05)× log(M/M) (9)
∇[Z/H]ETMW = 0.51− 0.05(±0.06)× log(M/M) (10)
∇[Z/H]LTLW = 1.74− 0.18(±0.05)× log(M/M) (11)
∇[Z/H]LTMW = 2.89− 0.29(±0.06)× log(M/M) (12)
These relationships are quite strong for late-types, and weaker, but still significant, for early-type galaxies. Hence the negative metallicity
gradients of galaxies become steeper with increasing galaxy mass but are nearly flat or even positive at masses below ∼ 1010 M for both
galaxy types. Given the much weaker correlation of metallicity gradient with galaxy mass for early-type galaxies, we infer that the steepening
of the metallicity gradient with galaxy mass in late-type galaxies is mostly driven by gradients of the disc. Such clear dependencies of the
metallicity gradient with galaxy mass, in particular for late-type galaxies, had not previously been reported in the literature. In addition to
what is presented for metallicity gradients, we also find a weak dependence of the dust gradient in late-type galaxies with mass: the negative
dust gradient steepens with increasing galaxy mass.
5 DISCUSSION
An overview of the work on stellar population gradients over the past decade is provided in the Introduction. Here we set our key findings in
context with the literature and provide a quantitative comparison for some of the key measurements summarised in Table 5, listing gradient
measurements in early- and late-type galaxies from 21 and 6 different studies, respectively. The list combines a large variety of different
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Figure 20. Figure showing the mass and light-weighted stellar population gradients in age (left-hand panels), metallicity (right-hand panels) and E(B − V )
(bottom centre) for early-types as a function of galaxy mass. The orange line is a linear fit, with the slope and its error in the legend of each panel. The
right-hand sub-panels show the distribution of the gradients. The median value µ for each distribution is also quoted in the legend.
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Figure 21. Figure showing the mass and light-weighted stellar population gradients in age (left-hand panels), metallicity (right-hand panels) and E(B − V )
(bottom centre) for late-types as a function of galaxy mass. The orange line is a linear fit, with the slope and its error in the legend of each panel. The right-hand
sub-panels show the distribution of the gradients. The median value µ for each distribution is also quoted in the legend.
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observational approaches, sample sizes and radial coverage. The majority are based on long-slit spectroscopy, some on photometry, and a
few on spectroscopic IFU observations. The radial coverage varies between 1 and 2 Re, and most studies present light-weighted stellar pop-
ulation properties. The distributions of the gradients derived in these studies for early-type galaxies are visualised in Figure 22. We choose
not to plot the distributions for late-type galaxies as there are only a few studies covering this area.
As discussed in the Introduction, most studies in the literature so far have found that early-type galaxies have a negative metallicity gra-
dient and either a flat or slightly positive age gradient. As can be seen from Table 5 and Figure 22, metallicity gradients range from −0.1 to
−0.4 with a median of −0.2 dex/Re. The light-weighted metallicity gradient found in the present study (−0.12 ± 0.05 dex/Re) is at the
shallower side, but well within this distribution. Most notably, the other IFU studies of Table 5 agree well with our measurement metallicity
gradients (in dex/Re) of −0.1 (González Delgado et al. 2015), −0.13 (Rawle et al. 2010), and −0.09 (Zheng et al. 2016), with Rawle et al.
(2008) and Kuntschner et al. (2010) finding slightly steeper values (−0.2 and −0.28, respectively). As far as the age gradients of early-type
galaxies are concerned, again the measurement reported in the present study is well consistent with the literature. All age gradients in the
literature, including other IFU studies with the exception of González Delgado et al. (2015), are positive and range from 0 to 0.45 with a
median of 0.03 dex/Re. The light-weighted value found in the present study (0.004± 0.06 dex/Re) is in good agreement with this.
As discussed in the previous section, the combination of flat to positive age gradients with negative metallicity gradients of early-type
galaxies points to an "outside-in" formation scenario in which star formation ceases slightly earlier in the outermost regions with younger,
more metal rich stellar populations in the centre. It should be emphasised, however, that the stellar populations are generally old at all radii.
Also, our current analysis does not attempt to discriminate between star formation quenching and rejuvenation. Both, inward progression
of quenching and/or the rejuvenation of galaxy centres through late, residual star formation will lead to positive age gradients. Hence, the
outside-in formation promoted here refers to the radial progression of star formation in galaxies, and not to galaxy assembly. In other words,
the conclusions drawn here are not in conflict with the size evolution of galaxies and the fact that galaxies appear to have been more compact
in the past (e.g., Daddi et al. 2005; Trujillo et al. 2006; Longhetti et al. 2007; Cimatti et al. 2008; van Dokkum et al. 2010; van de Sande et al.
2013; Beifiori et al. 2014).
The metallicity gradients measured here are much flatter than what is predicted by simple monolithic collapse models alone (Larson 1974;
Kawata 2001; Kobayashi 2004; Pipino et al. 2008; Pipino et al. 2010), hence the influence of galaxy merging must contribute to the radial
distribution of stellar populations in early-type galaxies, which is known to produce flatter gradients (Bekki & Shioya 1999; Kobayashi 2004;
Di Matteo et al. 2009). It turns out that the age and metallicity gradients found in modern cosmological hydrodynamical simulations of
galaxy formation (Tortora et al. 2011; Hirschmann et al. 2015; Cook et al. 2016; Vogelsberger et al. 2014; Genel et al. 2014) agree well with
the observational results reported here. Interestingly, also the dependence on galaxy mass with negative metallicity gradients steepening with
increasing galaxy mass is seen in hydrodynamical simulations (Tortora et al. 2011).
Different from early-type galaxies, late-type galaxies are found to have negative age gradients in light weight (∇ log(Age(Gyr))LW =
−0.11±0.08 dex/Re), which implies that the central stellar population is older and younger populations reside in the outer parts of a galaxy.
Again, this agrees well with other measurements in the literature, where most age gradients are negative (see Table 5). Likewise, the negative
metallicity gradients found here agree well with other studies in the literature. These gradients will be partly driven by bulge-disc transitions
within the galaxies, and true gradients in discs. Bulge and disc need to be disentangled spectroscopically to properly differentiate between
these two possibilities (see Johnston et al. 2016). Either way, the negative age gradients imply inside-out propagation of star formation in
bulge-disc systems as discussed in the previous section. This agrees with the conclusions drawn by Pérez et al. (2013) and Ibarra-Medel et al.
(2016) who investigate the mass assembly history of galaxies of mixed morphological type.
In a companion paper by Zheng et al. (2016), stellar population gradients are derived from MaNGA data following different techniques
in sample selection and stellar population analysis, most notably using a different combination of full spectral fitting code and stellar popula-
tion models (STARLIGHT+BC03 STELIB) than the present work. In Section 3.3, we discuss the impact of using different stellar population
models and fitting code on the derived stellar population properties and gradients. We show that there is an offset in the age gradients derived
for early-types in our work using FIREFLY+M11 MILES and those derived in STARLIGHT+BC03 STELIB of µX−Y = 0.14 dex/Re
(light-weight) and µX−Y = 0.15 dex/Re (mass-weight). There is no significant offset however in the gradients derived for late-type galaxies,
instead, where both studies find flat mass-weighted age gradients and negative mass-weighted metallicity gradients. It is clear that the rela-
tively large range in age gradients found in the literature (see Figure 22) can be attributed to such modelling differences. These systematic
uncertainties severely affect current studies, and progress on this end is urgently needed. However, understanding why different fitting codes
and stellar population models produce discrepancies, which are of the order on the signal being measured, is challenging. This is due to a
combination of factors that contribute to the measurements, such as the method used to calculate the best fit (such as Monte Carlo Markov
Chain (MCMC) or χ2), the adopted stellar library, and the stellar tracks used in the stellar population models. A detailed investigation into
this requires sedulous care, and goes beyond the scope of this paper, but is currently being planned within the MaNGA collaboration.
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Table 5. Table providing the results of previous literature studies on stellar population gradients. Early-type galaxies (ET) are classified as both elliptical (E)
and lenticular (S0) galaxies. For late-type galaxies, González Delgado et al. (2015) break down their sample across the Hubble sequence (Sa, Sb, Sbc, Sc, Sd)
and we therefore include these results here. Light and mass-weighted gradients are identified in the final column with LW and MW respectively. Additionally,
some of the studies below measure galaxy properties at different radial extents, for the use of the reader we describe the nomenclature in Appendix A.
Author Galaxy Sample Size Observation Radial ∇ Age ∇[Z/H] Units LW/MW
Type Size Type Range
This work ET 505 IFU 1.5Re 0.004± 0.06 −0.12± 0.05 dex/Re LW
This work ET 505 IFU 1.5Re 0.09± 0.05 −0.05± 0.07 dex/Re MW
Baes et al. (2007) ET 5 Long-slit 0.5− 3Re − ∼ −0.4 dex per radius dex LW
Bedregal et al. (2011) S0 9 Long-slit 1.5Re ∼ 0.2 ∼ −0.38 dex per radius dex LW
Coccato et al. (2010) ET 1 Long-slit 1Re 0.5± 1.05 −0.35± 0.02 dex/Re LW
Davies et al. (1993) ET 13 Long-slit 1− 1.3Re − −0.2± 0.10 dex/Re LW
De Propris et al. (2005) ET 22 Photometry < 1 log(R) − ∼ −0.3 dex per radius dex LW
González Delgado et al. (2015) E 41 IFU 2 HLR ∼ −0.21 ∼ −0.09 dex/HLR LW/MW
González Delgado et al. (2015) S0 32 IFU 2 HLR ∼ −0.17 ∼ −0.10 dex/HLR LW/MW
González Delgado et al. (2015) <ET> 73 IFU 2 HLR ∼ −0.24 ∼ −0.07 dex/HLR LW/MW
Hirschmann et al. (2015) ET 10 Simulation 2− 6Re ∼ 0.04 ∼ −0.35 dex LW
Kobayashi & Arimoto (1999) ET 80 Long-slit < 2Re − −0.3± 0.12 dex per radius dex LW
Koleva et al. (2011) ET 40 Long-slit < 2Re ∼ 0.1 ∼ −0.2 dex per radius dex LW
Kuntschner et al. (2010) ET 48 IFU < 1Re 0.02± 0.13 −0.28± 0.12 dex/Re LW
La Barbera et al. (2012) ET 674 Photometric < 8Re ∼ 0.1 ∼ −0.35 dex/Re LW
Mehlert et al. (2003) ET 35 Long-slit 1Re ∼ 0 ∼ −0.16 dex per radius dex LW
Rawle et al. (2008) ET 12 IFU 1Re 0.08± 0.08 −0.20± 0.05 dex LW
Rawle et al. (2010) ET 19 IFU 1Re −0.02± 0.06 −0.13± 0.04 dex−1 LW
Reda et al. (2007) ET 12 Long-slit 1Re 0.04± 0.08 −0.25± 0.05 dex LW
Roig et al. (2015) ET 153,614 Photometry 1Re − ∼ −0.2 dex/Re LW
Sánchez-Blázquez et al. (2007) ET 11 Long-slit < 2Re 0.16± 0.05 −0.33± 0.07 dex LW
Spolaor et al. (2008) ET 2 Long-slit < 1Re −0.01± 0.04 −0.42± 0.06 dex LW
Spolaor et al. (2009) ET 51 Long-slit 1Re − ∼ −0.16 dex/Re LW
Spolaor et al. (2010) ET 14 Long-slit 1− 3Re 0.03± 0.17 ∼ −0.22 dex/Re LW
Zheng et al. (2016) ET 463 IFU 0.5− 1.5Re −0.05± 0.01 −0.09± 0.01 dex/Re MW
This work LT 216 IFU 1.5Re −0.11± 0.08 −0.007± 0.1 dex/Re LW
This work LT 216 IFU 1.5Re 0.07± 0.07 −0.102± 0.1 dex/Re MW
González Delgado et al. (2015) Sa 51 IFU 1HLR ∼ −0.21 ∼ −0.09 dex/HLR LW/MW
González Delgado et al. (2015) Sb 53 IFU 1HLR ∼ −0.33 ∼ −0.10 dex/HLR LW/MW
González Delgado et al. (2015) Sbc 58 IFU 1HLR ∼ −0.47 ∼ −0.16 dex/HLR LW/MW
González Delgado et al. (2015) Sc 50 IFU 1HLR ∼ −0.26 ∼ −0.10 dex/HLR LW/MW
González Delgado et al. (2015) Sd 15 IFU 1HLR ∼ −0.03 ∼ 0.00 dex/HLR LW/MW
González Delgado et al. (2015) <LT> 227 IFU 1HLR ∼ −0.29 ∼ −0.10 dex/HLR LW/MW
Jablonka et al. (2007) LT 32 Long-slit < 2Re 0.06± 0.2 −0.16± 0.3 dex LW
Morelli et al. (2012) LT 8 Long-slit 1.5Re 0.5± 0.9 −0.05± 0.15 dex LW
Morelli et al. (2015) LT 10 Long-slit rd95 − rLast ∼ −0.05 ∼ −0.2 dex LW
Sánchez-Blázquez et al. (2014) LT 62 IFU 1.5Re − rDisc −0.04± 0.01 −0.03± 0.006 dex/Re LW
Sánchez-Blázquez et al. (2014) LT 62 IFU 1.5Re − rDisc 0.0± 0.006 −0.09± 0.008 dex/Re MW
Zheng et al. (2016) LT 422 IFU 0.5− 1.5Re −0.08± 0.02 −0.14± 0.02 dex/Re MW
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Figure 22. Histograms showing the distribution of age (top panel) and metallicity (bottom panel) gradients for early-type galaxies obtained in previous
literature studies. All values have been taken from Table 5. The orange dashed line represents the light-weighted stellar population gradients obtained in this
work.
6 CONCLUSIONS
Mapping Nearby Galaxies at Apache Point Observatory (MaNGA) is a 6-year SDSS-IV survey that is obtaining spatially resolved spec-
troscopy for a sample of 10,000 nearby galaxies. In this paper, we study the internal gradients of stellar population properties, such as age
and metallicity within 1.5 Re, for a representative sample of 721 galaxies taken from the first year of MaNGA observations (MPL4, equiv-
alent to DR13) with galaxy masses ranging from 109 M to 1011.5 M. The IFU data was processed by the MaNGA Date Reduction
Pipeline and the MaNGA Data Analysis Pipeline to produce data cubes in which cells have been merged through Voronoi binning to a
minimum S/N = 5. We split our galaxy sample into 505 early and 216 late-type galaxies based upon Galaxy Zoo classifications.
We then apply our full spectral fitting code FIREFLY on these spectra to derive the stellar population parameters age, metallicity, and
dust, as well as full star formation and metal enrichment histories. Very importantly we consider light and mass-weighted average stellar
population properties separately, which is key in understanding the true physical formation histories. We use the stellar population models of
Maraston & Strömbäck (2011) (M11), which utilise the MILES stellar library (Sánchez-Blázquez et al. 2006) and assume a Kroupa stellar
initial mass function (IMF, Kroupa (2001)). The median error on age and metallicity at our minimum threshold of S/N = 5 is 0.28 dex and
0.23 dex, respectively, with a range of scatter up to 0.5 dex. Higher S/N and precision in the determination of stellar population properties are
obtained by combining Voronoi cells in radial bins. The resulting typical errors in age and metallicity at∼ 1.5 Re are 0.06 dex and 0.07 dex,
respectively, and even lower at smaller radii. The median errors in age and metallicity gradient are 0.05 dex and 0.07 dex, respectively. To test
the dependence of our stellar population measurements both on the spectral fitting technique and the underlying stellar population model, we
compare to the results obtained with the spectral fitting code STARLIGHT (Cid Fernandes et al. 2005) using both Maraston & Strömbäck
(2011) and Bruzual & Charlot (2003) STELIB models for a subset of 30 galaxies. We detect significant systematic offsets and large scatter
in this comparison. More detailed investigations are needed that go beyond the scope of this paper, but are being considered by the larger
MaNGA collaboration. We further look into the effect of beam smearing by studying possible correlations of stellar population gradient
on the radial extent to which it is measured using the galaxies from the Secondary MaNGA sample. We conclude that the effect of beam
smearing is negligible in our work.
In our analysis of stellar population parameters as a function of radius we find that early-type galaxies generally exhibit shallow light-
weighted age gradients in agreement with the literature. However, the mass-weighted median age does show some radial dependence with
positive gradients (∼ 0.1 dex/Re) at all galaxy masses pointing to an "outside-in" progression of star formation. Late-type galaxies, instead,
have negative light-weighted age gradients (∼ −0.1 dex/Re) in agreement with the literature and observations. We show that mass-weighted
age gradients, instead, are flat, which shows that any excess of star formation in the outskirts of galaxy discs compared to the centre must
be small and does not contribute significantly to the overall mass budget. We generally detect negative metallicity gradients for both early
and late-types at all masses, but these are significantly steeper in late-type compared to early-type galaxies. Very interestingly we find that in
late-type galaxies the luminosity-weighted metallicities are systematically larger than the mass-weighted ones by about ∼ 0.35 dex, which
is the direct consequence of ongoing chemical enrichment producing young metal-rich stellar populations. Our findings show that the radial
dependence of chemical enrichment processes and the effect of gas inflow and metal transport are far more pronounced in discs than they are
in spheroids. The latter appear to be significantly affected by merging processes rearranging the radial distribution of stellar populations.
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We further present resolved star formation and metal enrichment histories as function of galaxy type, mass and radius. These show even
more clearly that the outermost regions of early-type galaxies are dominated by old stellar populations (t ∼ 10 Gyr), while a component of
intermediate-age (t>∼ 3 Gyr), metal-rich populations are present in the centre suggesting outside-in formation. In late-type galaxies, instead,
we detect young, metal-rich populations at all masses and all radii. A well-defined age-metallicity relation is detected with old, metal-poor
and young, metal-rich populations, similar to what is observed in the Milky Way. There is mild evidence for inside-out formation with some
small excess of recent star formation activity at large radii.
We investigate the dependence of stellar population gradients on galaxy mass, and find that age gradients generally do not correlate with
galaxy mass, both for early and late-type galaxies. This is different for metallicity gradients. The metallicity gradients of late-type galaxies
clearly depend on galaxy mass, with the negative metallicity gradients of disc galaxies becoming steeper with increasing galaxy mass. They
range from ∼ 0 to ∼ −0.5 dex/Re in late-types depending on galaxy mass. The correlation with mass is stronger for late-type galax-
ies with a slope of d(∇[Z/H])/d(logM) ∼ −0.2 ± 0.05 . Early-type galaxies, instead, have metallicity gradients ranging from ∼ 0 to
∼ −0.2 dex/Re, and the correlation with mass is weaker with a slope of d(∇[Z/H])/d(logM) ∼ −0.05± 0.05 .
It is interesting that more massive early-types galaxies have steeper gradients, which seems counter-intuitive if the evolution of more massive
systems are more affected by major mergers. The steeper metallicity gradients must be the result, instead, from the deeper potential wells of
massive galaxies affecting the buildup of the metallicity gradient in an outside-in scenario driven by the physics more akin to a monolithic
collapse scenario (Pipino et al. 2010). Hence this result shows that the merger history plays a relatively small role in shaping metallicity
gradients of galaxies. This behaviour appears to be reproduced at least in some cosmological models of galaxy formation. Hydrodynamical
simulations of galaxy formation predict age gradients in early-type galaxies to be generally flat and independent of galaxy mass, and neg-
ative metallicities to steepen with increasing galaxy mass (Tortora et al. 2011). These trends agree well with the findings of this paper. A
more comprehensive and direct comparison between MaNGA observations and predictions from galaxy formation simulations will be very
valuable in future.
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APPENDIX A: RADIAL GRADIENT NOMENCLATURE
• In González Delgado et al. (2015), HLR is the half-light radius.
• In Morelli et al. (2015), the analysis is focused on the disc-dominated region between rd95, which is the radius where the disc contributes
more than 95% of the galaxy surface brightness, and rLast, which is the farthest radius where the signal-to-noise ratio is sufficient to measure
the properties of the stellar populations.
• In Sánchez-Blázquez et al. (2014), rDisc corresponds to the radius at which the light starts being dominated by the disc.
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